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athave
Proven
Realty.
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they have both been
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invaluable to
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me. They
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have
walked
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havewalked
walked
invaluable
me thru real-estate
leasing
and
real-estate leasing and sales
sales
for
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for my commercial
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have made communication and paper
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is above
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above
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MISSION STATEMENT
We offer a proactive, and solution based, advisory experience that allows our clients
to make the best future decisions for both themselves and their families

Statement from the Owner, Erik Peterson
Proven Realty is a full-service real estate
company that is locally owned and managed.
We are committed to providing you the highest
level of customer service. We have over 12 years
of experience in the Bakken and will utilize our
knowledge and relationships to get you the best
results. We value our clients and know that you
have a multitude of real estate agents to choose

from, we want you to be confident from the
first time that we meet, that you have made
the best choice for you and your family.
We take our tag-line very seriously:
“Experience * Service * Results” and we
are committed to finding you the perfect
solution for all of your real estate needs.

EXPERIENCE * SERVICE * RESULTS

OUR TEAM

ERIK PETERSON

Founder, Broker, MBA
Office: 701-369-3949
Mobile: 406-544-6489
Erik@ProvenRealtyND.com

CAMI HINZ

LESLIE AIDE

CLINT HACKER

KAYLA RUBY

Salesperson
606-521-2678
Kayla@ProvenRealtyND.com

WES HOULE

Salesperson
928-978-4326
Clint@ProvenRealtyND.com

JOHN SCHMITT

JANELLE GROENHOUT

STEPHANIE RAY

Salesperson
208-946-1652
Janelle@ProvenRealtyND.com

Salesperson
701-595-4946
Stephanie@ProvenRealtyND.com

APRIL SZOSTAK

EMERY MRDENOVIC

ALBERT CAMPOS

Salesperson
701-552-5900
John@ProvenRealtyND.com

Salesperson
970-231-2669
April@ProvenRealtyND.com

JEANETTE MILATZ

Marketing Specialist
253-677-3115
Jeanette@ProvenRealtyND.com

Director of Operations
253-344-8904
Cami@ProvenRealtyND.com

Salesperson
705-651-5175
Emery@ProvenRealtyND.com

MADISON BIRKELAND

Marketing Specialist
701-770-3447
Madison@ProvenRealtyND.com

Salesperson
540-292-5060
Leslie@ProvenRealtyND.com

Salesperson
406-600-1255
Wes@ProvenRealtyND.com

Salesperson
701-609-9288.
Albert@ProvenRealtyND.com

COURTNEY LAW

Marketing Assistant
775-232-2471.
Courtney@ProvenRealtyND.com

TWO-STEP CMA – WHAT IS IT?
A CMA is a Current Market Analysis of your home. We provide a comprehensive
two-step approach to our CMAs.
Whether you speak with one of our agents or

Our agent will then come back to the office

our Client Care Department, we will set you

and create an in-depth market analysis of your

up with an initial appointment for our agent to

home and the surrounding market. They will pull

come to your home, meet with you and discuss

comparable homes that are listed or have sold

your home and your motivations for selling. This

in your area and price range. After the agent has

process is usually a 15-20 minute appointment

all the relevant information and statistics, they

and they will walk-through your home, take

will then call you and schedule a second CMA

notes and discuss the features of your home

appointment to go over everything with you.

which make it unique.

PRICING YOUR
HOME FOR
THE MARKET
This is an integral part of listing your
home. With the CMA complete, our
agent will have given you an idea of
where your home should be priced
to sell quickly and for the most
money. At this point in listing your
home, we are here to guide you
through the process and set you up
for success. A smartly priced home
has the potential to sell quicker and
create more showings compared to
a home which is priced higher than
current market value. Understanding
your motivations and urgency is key.

COMMON
COMMON
CONCERNS/WHAT
CONCERNS/WHAT
ARE YOUR
YOURFEARS?
FEARS?
ARE
Selling a home affects every seller
Selling a home affects every seller
differently. Discussing your fears or
differently. beforehand
Discussing your
fears
objections
allows
youor
and
our agent
to address
thoseyou
objections
beforehand
allows
concerns,
so
you
are
prepared
and our agent to address thoseand
confident before your home even
concerns, so you are prepared and
hits the market. Here are some
confidentconcerns
before your
common
andhome
fears:even
hits the market. Here are some
>common
Will I have
a homeand
to move
concerns
fears:into
in time?
> Will I have a home to move into
> What if my home sells too quickly?
in time?
>> What
Whatififmy
myhouse
home doesn’t
sells toosell?
quickly?
What
my housegoing
doesn’t
>> Are
theif showings
to sell?
impact
my
day-to-day
life?
> Are the showings going to impact
my day-to-day
life?
> How
will I get my
home ready
to
sell?
> How will I get my home ready
to sell?
> How will I feel selling my home?
> How will I feel selling my home?
> Do I need to do any work to my
> home
Do I need
to do
any work to my
before
selling?
home before selling?
> Do I need to complete the projects
> in
Domy
I need
tobefore
complete
the projects
home
selling?
in my home before selling?
> What if I don’t have the funds to
> What if I don’t have the funds to
complete outstanding projects?
complete outstanding projects?
> I feel that my home is worth more
> I feel that my home is worth more

WHY CHOOSE
CHOOSEPROVEN
SIMS? REALTY?
®
Top
100 REALTORS
In Canada
2018
REP the
Magazine* We also have a personal coaching staff which
Deciding
on a REALTOR®
to help
you–with
our goal to do things differently and
largest
of your
life can
be stressful
#6
Top transaction
100 Real Estate
Teams
Monthly
2018 – RE/MAX supports
Western Canada*
ensures
our
have world-class training.
and
difficult.
At
Proven
Realty
we
approach
real
#7 Top 100 Real Estate Teams Year To Date 2018 – RE/MAX Westernagents
Canada*
We want our experience with our clients to
estate with a client-centric mindset, meaning
#39
Top your
100 Real
Estate
Teams
Canada Year To Date 2018
RE/MAX
Canada
be 1st– class,
above
and beyond what you
you and
needs
are our
mainInpriority.
have grown to expect from other real estate
We have a dedicated team to assist you in all
companies, and most importantly we are
aspects of the sale of your home. We have
brand with huge online exposure, top ranking on
Deciding on a REALTOR® to help you with the
propelling ourselves forward while surrounding
agents who are out in the field helping clients
sites ourselves
like Google,
Yahoo
and Bing,
and a that
large
largest
transaction
your following
life can beup
stressful
with
like minded
people
share
every day
and in theofoffice
with
our core
values.
every
lead that
comes
in and
an Group
administrative
marketing
budget
with more than 100 websites
and
difficult.
At Sims
Real
Estate
we
staff who makes
surewith
all paperwork
and details
that your listing will be featured on.
approach
real estate
a client-centric
are fully taken care of for you.
mindset, meaning you and your needs are our

main
priority.
of ten
Proven
RealtyWe
is ahave
part aofdedicated
eXp Realtyteam
which
adds
more
what we
to
assist
youvalue
in allto
aspects
of already
the salebring.
of your
A worldwide brand, eXp has a huge online
home. We have five agents who are out in the
exposure. They are top ranking on sites like
field
helping
clients
everyand
day,has
twoa Client
Google,
Yahoo
and Bing,
large Care
marketing who
budget
moreagents
than 100
Managers
arewith
licensed
in the office
websites
that
your
listing
will
be
featured
following up with every lead that comes inon.
and
three
administrative
staff
whoof
make
sure all
Proven
Realty became
a part
a global
paperwork
and details
are
fully
taken care of
family of 35,000+
agents
and
partners
dedicated
to
transforming
the
real
estate
for you.
experience. We now have real time support,
a cloud-based
transaction
The
Sims Real Estate
Groupmanagement
is a part of RE/MAX
system and over 50 hours of training each
Nanaimo which adds more value to what we
week by industry experts.
already bring as our company has a 50% market
share in Nanaimo alone. RE/MAX is a worldwide

“Jason was an amazing listing agent. He got me
7,000 above asking price for my condo!!! Not only
did they pay for the move but also the clean. That
level of customer service just doesn’t happen. Their
entire team was very knowledgeable, professional,
helpful and personable. Jacky also helped us
with the purchase of what became a challenging
property due to not having potable water. He
handled the transaction with knowledge, patience
and guidance. Thank you both for making what is
usually a stressful time enjoyable!!! Would highly
recommend to anyone else who is thinking of
selling or buying in Nanaimo or surrounding areas.”
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TIMELINE
TIMELINE
When
When you
you decide
decide to
to list
list your
your home
home it
it has
has its
its
advantages and disadvantages. If you’re thinking
of listing
listing your
your home
home in
in Spring,
Spring, it's
it’s usually
usually the
the
of
busiest time of the year, but that also means the
busiest time of the year, but that also means the
market is flooded with homes.
market is flooded with homes.
If you choose to list in the winter, some buyers
Ifdon’t
you want
choose
to list in
in the
the winter,
winter, but
some
to move
thebuyers
inventory
is much
thinner
so your
listing
willbut
have
less
don’t
want
to move
in the
winter,
themuch
inventory
competition.
It’s
important
to
have
this
discussion
is much thinner so your listing will have much less
with your REALTOR® so you can present your
competition.
It’s important
to have this discussion
home at the ideal
time.
with your REALTOR® so you can present your
home at the ideal time.

PREPARING YOUR HOME FOR THE
MARKET – WHAT
WE
DO FOR THE
PREPARING
YOUR
HOME

MARKET – WHAT WE DO
STAGING:

PHOTOS/VIDEO/DRONE/AERIALS:

One of the most important things you can do
STAGING:
for your home when you are preparing to list it,
One
the sure
mostyou
important
things you can
do a
is to of
make
have decluttered.
When
for
your
homethrough
when you
listwant
it,
buyer
comes
forare
thepreparing
first time, to
you
is
to make
have decluttered.
When a
them
to besure
ableyou
to envision
their possessions
in yourcomes
home through
and not for
be the
focused
on too
many
buyer
first time,
you
want
distractions.
them to be able to envision their possessions
in your home and not be focused on too many
distractions. We have a stager who comes in and
discusses the most effective way (whether that’s
boxing items up and putting them in storage or
just rearranging furniture) to present your home
in the best light.

The first thing any buyer looks at when searching
PHOTOS/VIDEO/DRONE/AERIALS:
for their new home is photos. We believe
The
first thing and
any buyer
looksthe
at when
searching
photography
video have
highest
level
for
their
new
home
is
photos.
We
believe
of impact on the sale of a listing. That is why
photography
andwith
video
have
the highest
level
we work closely
our
Marketing
Specialist
of
onsome
the sale
of amost
listing.
That is why we
to impact
produce
of the
progressive
work
Photography
to produce
listingclosely
videoswith
andArtez
content
in the industry.
Each
homeof
wethe
listmost
receives
beautiful,
professionally
some
progressive
listing
videos
edited
photos
andindustry.
a virtual tour
and
content
in the
Eachvideo
homethat
wewe
list
post online.
receives
beautiful, professionally edited photos
and a narrated listing video with the agent who is
selling the property.

CLEANING:
Another pivotal pre-listing item is to have your
home cleaned before you have your listing
photos and video done. We have a cleaner on
staff who can come in, usually in conjunction
with our stager, to thoroughly clean your home
and get it in showing condition for when our
photo/video team come through.

PROFESSIONAL FLOOR PLAN:
For every listing, we provide a professionally
We were so impressed with how quickly
done
floor
plan our
showing
square
of
they
moved
home.the
They
were footage
very
yourprofessional
home, eachand
floor
and
colour
coded
rooms
their advertising was
making
it easy for a buyer to see where the
top notch!
—Myrna
Rogers
bedrooms
are,
or how large the family room is.
This floor plan is also extremely helpful for listing
your home on MLS as some buyers have specific
needs for square footage when they purchase
their next home.
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PRE-INSPECTION ––DO
PRE-INSPECTION
DOI INEED
NEEDONE?
ONE?
Depending
yourand
home
and its
age, a pre-inspection
is atool
great
tool toWe
have.
take
one of the
Depending
on youron
home
its age,
a pre-inspection
is a great
to have.
takeWe
one
of the
scariestscariest
documents
during the
selling
processprocess
and turn
it into
tool that
canthat
accomplish
documents
during
the selling
and
turnaitmarketing
into a marketing
tool
can accomplish
many things
for
the
seller
including:
many things for the seller including:
> bringing
light
any with
issues
thethat
home that
> bringing
to lightto
any
issues
thewith
home
a buyerawould
in an inspection,
which which
buyer uncover
would uncover
in an inspection,
you can
then
address
before
the
home
you can then address before the home
is listed;
is listed;
> confirmation
that your
home
sound,
and and
> confirmation
that
yourishome
is sound,
make you aware of any issues a buyer would
make you aware of any issues a buyer would
bring up during negotiation from an inspection;
bring up during negotiation from an inspection;

>>insight
insightto
toany
anyissues
issues you
you may
may not
not want
want to
to address
before
listing,
you
address
before
thethe
listing,
so so
you
cancan
adjust
adjust
the
list
price;
the list price;
>>provide
provideaacomprehensive
comprehensive report
report you can
can givetotoserious
seriousbuyers
buyersso
sothey
theymay
maywaive
provide
waive the subject to inspection clause
the subject to inspection clause on a contract
on a contract when purchasing your
when
resulting
homepurchasing
resulting inyour
a fasthome
subject
period.in a fast
subject period.
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SOCIALMEDIA
MEDIA&&MARKETING
MARKETING
SOCIAL
92%
homebuyers start
start their
their search
search online.
online.
92% of
of homebuyers
This is a huge number and a big factor in how
howSims
the Proven
Realty teamour
approaches
the
team approaches
marketing
our marketing strategy. Video is one of the
strategy.
Videoways
is onetoofmarket
the most
effective
most effective
a home
and
ways
home
there
and we
we dotoa market
unique avideo
forout
every
listing.
Here
are justlisting
a few video
ways we
market
do
a unique
for will
every
listing.
your home:
Here are just a few ways we will market
> On home:
our website with the listing
your
at www.ProvenRealtyND.com
> On our website with the listing and a blog
> Personalized listing video which we put on
at
www.simsrealestate.ca
Facebook,
YouTube, MLS with targeted ads

>> Personalized
listing video which we put on
Zillow
Facebook, YouTube, MLS with targeted ads
> Realtor.com
>> realtor.ca
eXp Realty
>> remax.ca
Craigslist
SEO Craigslist,
& Google Adwords
Campaigns run by
>> Kijiji,
Used Nanaimo
a professional online marketing company
> SEO & Google Adwords Campaigns run by
> A targeted email blast to our database of
a professional online marketing company
potential buyers with your listing video
> A targeted email blast to our database of
potential buyers with your listing video
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WRITEUP
UP
WRITE
Photos
and video
video grab
grab aa home
homebuyer’s
buyer’s
Photos and
attention, but a well
well written
writtendescription
descriptiongets
gets
them
in
the
door.
Our
listing
write
ups
tap
them in the door. Our listing write ups tapinto
into
a buyer’s emotions and draw a captivating
a buyer’s emotions and draw a captivating
picture of what it would be like to live in the
picture
it would
be fireplace,
like to livecatch
in the
home –of
to what
sit in front
of the
the
sunset
from
the
deck,
or
host
a
festive
home – to sit in front of the fireplace, catch
holiday
gathering.
Our
descriptions
the
sunset
from the
deck,
or host awill
festive
successfully tell the story of your home.
holiday gathering. Our descriptions will
successfully tell the story of your home.

“I'veand
worked
with the
team
places
Erik
his team
are SIMS
as good
as selling
it gets!2Erik
is
exceptionally
andwell
knowledgeable.
and buying 1.professional
They truly work
as a team
Iand
contacted
about selling
our multi-family
providehim
exceptional
customer
service. I'm
apartment building and he went straight to work.
extremely happy with my experiences working
He was able to find a buyer and closed the deal
with
them,
and appreciate their hard work
in
record
time.
and dedication.” –Freddie Wicks
—Taylor Pogue
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OUR WEBSITE
Our website is the most user-friendly
real estate site. Listings are updated
by the minute, it is responsive on all
devices including mobile and it is
designed to convert leads. We generate
more than 150+ buyer leads a month
through our website alone. This tool is
important as we are able to source new
leads through our site that meet the
criteria specifically for your home.

SIGNAGE
SIGNAGE
We place a For Sale sign on a beautiful wood post outside every listing, so that prospective buyers
We place a For Sale sign post outside every listing, so that prospective buyers
who are out driving around will immediately take notice of the larger sign that stands out over the
who are out driving around will immediately take notice.
metal posts. We also have a Sims topper and when your house sells, a sold footer.

TRADITIONAL
METHODSOF
OFMARKETING
MARKETING
TRADITIONAL METHODS
There are many ways to market a home effectively, with some of them being severely outdated. We
We
however,
do
find
some
to
be
worthwhile
continuing
such
as:
however, do find some to be worthwhile continuing such as:
> Open Houses
> Exclusive Neighborhood
Previews
Previews

> Networking Events
> Phone Prospecting
Door to
to Door
Door
>> Door

> Promotional Flyers
> Internal Press Release
>> REALTOR®
REALTOR® Tour
Tour
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FEATURE BROCHURE
Each listing with Proven Realty receives
a beautiful, professional sales brochure,
with a unique write up, professional photos,
floor plan and features of the home for each

Custom Residential Home Property For Sale

EXECUTIVE
SUMMARY

1691 SQ FT On 5.41 Acres | 2907 133rd C Ave NW., Arnegard, ND 58835

prospective buyer to take with them once
they have left your home. We also provide
these for any open houses held at your home
during the duration of your listing.

Custom Residential Home Property For Sale
1691 SQ FT On 5.41 Acres | 2907 133rd C Ave NW., Arnegard, ND 58835

ADDITIONAL
PHOTOS

Custom Residential Home Property For Sale
1691 SQ FT On 5.41 Acres | 2907 133rd C Ave NW., Arnegard, ND 58835

ADDITIONAL
PHOTOS

PROPERTY OVERVIEW

OFFERING SUMMARY
Sale Price:

$374,990

Building Size:
Lot Size:

1,691 SF
5.41 Acres

Price / SF:

$221.76

Year Built:

2015

Zoning:

Residential

This is a place you will want to call home! This beautiful, well cared for
modular home has many upgrades and room to sprawl out on your 5.41
Acres. You will enjoy all of the beautiful landscaping that has been done
for you, and on those cold winter nights you can cozy up to the warm
living-room fireplace.
Come be the first to check this one out, it won't last long!

PROPERTY HIGHLIGHTS

• Newer Modular Home on 5.41 Acres
• 1,691 SQ FT, With 3 Bedrooms/2 Bathrooms
• Fireplace
• Separate Laundry Room
• Insulated Double Car Garage
• Beautifully Landscaped
• Sprinkler System
• New Shingles Under New Tin Roof
• RTC Cable and internet

Proven Realty | 406.544.6489 | 310 Airport Road, Suite 50, Williston, ND 58801
ERIK PETERSON
701.369.3949
Erik@ProvenRealtyND.com
ND #9328 MT #65900

Custom Residential Home Property For Sale
1691 SQ FT On 5.41 Acres | 2907 133rd C Ave NW., Arnegard, ND 58835

ADDITIONAL
PHOTOS
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701.369.3949
Erik@ProvenRealtyND.com
ND #9328 MT #65900
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ERIK PETERSON
701.369.3949
Erik@ProvenRealtyND.com
ND #9328 MT #65900
Presented By:

OPEN HOUSES
HOUSES

We have agents
on
five agents
our
team
andand
many
on our
team
many
referral partners
partners within
within
eXp
Realty
who
can
RE/MAX
who
can
hold
hold
houses
for
openopen
houses
for our
our
listings.
Depending
listings.
Depending
on
on
your
schedule,
location
your
schedule,
location
of
of
your
home
and
time
your
home
and
time
of the
of
theopen
year,houses
open houses
year,
can be
can
be an effective
tool in
an effective
tool in selling
selling
a home.a home.

We are very pleased with the service
we received from Erik and his staff in
our last transaction. We will work
together again!
—Franklin
R Muth,
General
Partner
home. Weekly
updates
keep
our sellers
in

Erik Peterson was a pleasure to do business
WEEKLY
MARKET UPDATES
with. He is honest and went out of his way to
answer all of my questions. Great Service!
I also worked with Cami Hinz, she did a
Job
too!
EveryGreat
Friday
our
listing agents provide our
—Jeff
Loh,
Retired
Manager
sellers with a comprehensive
market update.

the know and reassure our clients that we are

We provide you with the current evaluations

doing everything in our power to sell your home

on your competition, sales in your area and

quickly and for the most money.

the feedback & showings happening on your

EXPERIENCE * SERVICE * RESULTS

CLOSING COST WORKSHEET
SELLING PRICE

$_______________________________

LESS COSTS

Property Taxes (paid up to date)

$_______________________________
$_______________________________
$_______________________________
$_______________________________

Other Debts to be paid out from the Sale

$_______________________________

Real Estate Commission
Legal Fee
Payout of Mortgage

TOTAL COSTS
Net Cash Available from Sale (A-B)

$_______________________________

Purchase price of new property less deposit
made with offer
$_______________________________

CLOSING COSTS

Insurance Premiums or Lender Fee

$_______________________________
$_______________________________
$_______________________________
$_______________________________
$_______________________________
$_______________________________

TOTAL CLOSING COSTS

$_______________________________

Legal Fee
Registration Costs/Disbursements on Purchase
Title Insurance
Adjustments/Incidentals
Mortgage Application Fee/Appraisal Fee

Cami Hinz
First time homeDirector
buyersofmay
be
Operations
exempt from paying property
I came
to Proven
transfer tax if they
meet
the Realty
two years ago after
following terms:leaving a high paid
position as a property
To qualify for a full exemption, at
manager in North
the
time
the
property
is registered
Dakota. I was previously managing
over
$100
youMillion
must: in new construction: 576
residential units and over 100,000 SF
• have never owned
an interest
of Commercial/Industrial
property.
I
was ready
a change.
in afor
principal
residence
anywhere in the world at any
What drew me to Proven Realty was Erik
time
Peterson
and his dream for the future.
• met
have
received
a irst
I had
Eriknever
while doing
property
management
during
the
oil
bust
of 2016.
time home buyers' exemption
I was opening
a high-end apartment
or refund
complex in Williston and the timing
couldn’t have been any worse. Erik was
an
agent
at the time
and we collaborated
The
property
must:
on ways to appeal to new renters and corporate housing. We came up with “out of
the•box”only
ideasbe
that
helped
employers
and
used
as your
principal
employees alike feel comfortable in signing
residence
a year lease
during a very unsteady time.
What
did worked
and wevalue
were able
• we
have
a fair market
of: to
obtain a• 90%
occupancy
levelifwhile our
$475,000
or less
competitors
were
in
the
30-40%
range.
registered on or before
The results proved we had a fantastic
February and
21, 2017,
or
working relationship
that quickly
became• a $500,000
friendship. or less if
registered on or after
Erik opened
Proven Realty
in 2017 based
February
22, 2017
on a desire to do things differently. Erik’s
• is to
bemake
0.5 hectares
(1.24
acres)
goal
a difference
in the
lives or
of
people smaller
he meets, both clients and agents
alike, to treat people right. I was drawn
to that desire and knew that big things
were going to happen. I am so happy that
I chose to make the change that I did. My
quality of life has changed for the better
and I am a better person being around
Erik’s energy and positive attitude.

ABOUT PROVEN REALTY
Proven Realty was founded by Erik Peterson in the winter of 2017,
his goal was to simply do better. Having had years of previous real
estate and financial advising experience, he wanted to utilize his
extensive knowledge of the market and to bring in agents with
the same desire to go above and beyond for their clients. His can
do attitude and outgoing personality has allowed him to create
relationships and attract talented agents to our team.
Erik has negotiated over $100 million dollars worth of real estate deals. These various projects
include industrial shops, retail, office, residential, man-camps, and development projects. He has
also worked closely with planning & zoning departments, engineers, architects, contractors, and
developers.
Prior to opening Proven Realty, Erik was a Salesperson at Energy Real Estate Solutions where he
played a role in closing over $10 million dollars of real estate transactions and helped start their
workforce housing division. Erik began his real estate career at Keller Williams, where he was one
of their first licensed agents in Missoula, Montana. Currently, Keller Williams has over a hundred
licensed agents in this market center.
We are proud to have received the 2019 and 2020 “Best of Williston” Awards for Real Estate, and can
say without a doubt, we always take our tag line seriously.
EXPERIENCE * SERVICE * RESULTS
Welcome to PROVEN REALTY, we would be honored to help you buy your dream property!

Erik Peterson, Broker, MBA
Proven Realty, LLC
3009 31st Ave. W, #304A
Williston, ND 58801
w: 701-309-3949 | c: 406-544-6489 | Erik@ProvenRealtyND.com

